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57 ABSTRACT 

A constant velocity universal ball joint has a bell-shaped 
outer joint part which is open at one end. The outer joint part 
includes longitudinally extending circumferentially distrib 
uted outer ball tracks. An inner joint part with longitudinally 
extending circumferentially distributed inner ball tracks is 
positioned within the outer part such that the outer and inner 
tracks are arranged radially opposite one another to form 
pairs. A torque transmitting ball is received in each track 
pair. A cage is arranged between the outer joint part and the 
inner joint part and holds the balls in a common plane in 
circumferentially distributed cage windows. The cage 
guides the balls on to the angle bisecting plane when the 
axes of the outer and inner joint part are articulated relative 
to one another. The outer joint part is produced, especially 
by extrusion, forging or deep-drawing. The forming pro 
vides outer ball tracks which, if viewed from the open end, 
are axially undercut-free. Inner faces are positioned between 
the outer ball tracks. The outer part includes wall regions 
which start from the open end, are axially limited, are 
deformed radially inwardly, and are arranged between two 
outer ball tracks. The wall regions, whose width is smaller 
than the circumferentially directed distance between the 
respective outer ball tracks, are deformed. The deformed 
wall regions each form cage guiding faces positioned 
between the outer ball tracks and provide support towards 
the open end. 

7 Claims, 7 Drawing Sheets 
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CONSTANT VELOCITY UNIVERSAL BALL 
JOINT 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue specifi 
cation; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to a constant velocity uni 
versal ball joint and a method of producing the same. The 
joint has a bell-shaped outer joint part which is open at one 
end. The outer joint part includes longitudinally extending 
circumferentially distributed outer ball tracks. An inner joint 
part which includes longitudinally extending circumferen 
tially distributed inner ball tracks is positioned within the 
outer part. The outer and inner tracks are arranged radially 
opposite one another to form pairs. In each case, the oppos 
ing tracks receive a torque transmitting ball. A cage is 
arranged between the outer joint part and the inner joint part. 
The cage holds the balls in a common plane in circumfer 
entially distributed cage windows and guides the balls onto 
the angle bisecting plane when the axes of the outer and 
inner joint part are articulated relative to one another. The 
outer joint part is preferably produced by extrusion, forging 
or deep-drawing. The outer ball tracks, if viewed from the 
open end, are axially undercut-free and inner faces are 
positioned between the outer ball tracks. 

Joints of this type are the scaled UF joints (undercut-free 
joints). In UF joints, one side of the outer joint partis closed 
by a joint base, whereas the opposed other open end, in an 
axial view, includes outer joint tracks which, from the 
outside, are undercut-free. The cage and thus the inner joint 
part are either directly inwardly supported relative to the 
outer joint part on cage guiding faces provided in the outer 
joint part between the ball tracks, or indirectly supported via 
the balls on which the cage is directly supported via the 
walls of its cage window. 
When viewing the track shape supporting the cage, if 

viewed from the open joint end, and thus the inner joint part 
relative to the outer joint part, the outer joint part requires 
outer joint part faces which are provided with an undercut 
From DE-PS 25 22 670, it is known to provide a separate 
annular member at the outer joint part. This measure is 
complicated and unsatisfactory from a strength point of 
view. In the case of a one-piece design, producing the latter 
cage guiding faces of the above-mentioned joint type is 
extremely complicated and expensive. 

If a joint of this type is produced with a one-piece outer 
joint part with cage guiding faces which include an undercut, 
the assembly of the inner joint part, cage and outer joint part 
involves complicated operational movements where the 
axes of the parts are positioned to intersect one another and 
parts of the cage guiding faces are inserted into the cage 
windows. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is an object of the present invention to provide joints of 
the above type which, without suffering functional 
disadvantages, are more stable and cost-effective. The 
invention also provides a method of producing joints which 
simplifies assembly and enable hardening of the outer ball 
tracks, wherein the hardening operation is carried out with 
out any adverse effects. 
A preferred joint has an outer joint part with wall regions 

which start from the open end, are axially limited, deformed 
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2 
radially inwardly, and arranged between two outer ball 
tracks. In each case, the width of the wall region is smaller 
than the circumferentially directed distance between the 
respective outer ball tracks. The deformed wall regions each 
form cage guiding faces which are positioned between the 
outer ball tracks. So, the deformed wall regions provide 
support towards the open end. 
With joints of this design, advantageously the cost of 

producing the undercut cage guiding faces is reduced con 
siderably. The method of the invention enables at least the 
cage and the inner joint part, optionally preassembled with 
the balls. to be inserted coaxially into the outer joint part and 
thereafter, axially limited regions starting from the open end 
of the outer joint part are deformed radially inwardly at the 
outer joint part. The regions are arranged between two outer 
ball tracks in each case and have a width which is smaller 
than the circumferentially directed distance between the 
respective outer ball tracks. The deformed regions, on the 
inside, form cage guiding faces which are positioned 
between the outer ball tracks and which provide support 
towards the open end. 
The method enables the inner joint part and cage to be 

axially fitted inside the outer joint part. This way of assem 
bling eliminates any need for complicated rotational move 
ments involving intersecting axes of the outer joint part and 
cage. Also, the deformation operation in accordance with the 
invention enables the cage play to be set at the same time. 
There is no need for complementary tolerances of the 
individual components to be determined and balanced for 
the cage play. The production method in accordance with the 
invention enables a direct adjustment between the outer joint 
part and the assembled cage. Slight elastic re-formation may 
be desirable for adjusting the required cage play. For the 
purpose of influencing the degree of elastic reformation, it is 
possible, in a preferred embodiment, to carry out the defor 
mation operation at the outer joint part while heating at least 
certain regions. 

If, in accordance with a first type of production method, 
the inner joint part and cage, excluding the balls, are 
introduced into the outer joint part in a preassembled unit, 
with the outer joint part being deformed in limited regions, 
it is possible to adjust the cage relative to the outer joint part 
such that the longitudinally extending webs between the 
windows are arranged exactly underneath the outer joint part 
regions located centrally between the ball tracks. 

If the preassembled inner joint part and cage are intro 
duced into the outer joint part and with the balls already 
inserted, the cage, whose rotational movement with an 
extended joint is limited, should be aligned such that the 
balls are positioned in the centers of the windows. Thus, the 
longitudinally extending webs between the windows are 
located within the regions to be deformed. With this type of 
assembly, it is possible to provide a ball cage whose 
windows, in the circumferential direction, are only deter 
mined by the working angle of the joint. In consequence, the 
cage windows do not require any additional circumferential 
length for setting the assembling angle. With identical 
external dimensions, the fracture strength of the cage 
increases. Thus, it may be possible, in certain applications 
involving a given maximum load, to change over to a 
smaller joint size. 

It is proposed to harden the outer ball tracks in advance of 
the deformation process. Furthermore, it is proposed to 
harden the inner face of the outer joint part at least in the 
region of the initially undercut-free cage guiding faces. Any 
cracks formed during the subsequent radial deformation 
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operation are harmless and acceptable. However, it is also 
possible to harden the deformed regions individually after 
the deformation process, with the joint being in the articu 
lated condition. Thus, this way avoids the formation of 
cracks. 

In accordance with the first of several possibilities. the 
wall regions of the outer joint part are deformed so that a 
constant transition is formed towards the circumferentially 
adjoining undeformed partial regions which accommodate 
the ball tracks. It is presupposed that the material in the 
regions of transition flows such that the edges of the ball 
tracks are not affected. In the case of a thick-walled outer 
joint part, particularly easy deformability of the regions to be 
deformed may be achieved due to a reduced wall thickness. 
Thus, it is possible to provide outer grooves or open recesses 
introduced from the end face of the outer joint part which 
radially divide the wall. In such a case, it is only the radially 
inner wall section which is inwardly deformed. 

According to a second type of deformation process, the 
limited regions to be deformed, starting from the open end 
of the outer joint part, are sheared off radially from the 
circumferentially intermediate regions containing the ball 
tracks. This forms individual radially inwardly deformed 
tongues. This can be achieved through choice of material, 
tool design or by previously designing the outerjoint part 
accordingly. For instance, the inner and/or outer face of the 
outer joint part may be provided with axial cuts, grooves or 
the like starting from the open-end face of the outer joint 
part. 
To ensure in the case of a UF joint, that the ball tracks 

remain axially undercut-free, it is proposed to provide 
suitable supporting means. For example, during the defor 
mation process, supporting fingers may be introduced into 
the ball tracks from the open end and/or an external sup 
porting ring may prevent the track regions from being 
bulged. The outer joint part may be provided in the form of 
a forged or extruded part with a shaft journal provided at the 
joint base. The shaft journal may be integrally produced with 
the outer joint part. Alternatively, the outer joint part may 
also be provided in the form of an axially undercut-free 
deep-drawn part with the adjoining joint journal formed in 
a hollow design. However, it is also possible to punch out an 
inner aperture in the base and weld a hollow or solid shaft 
journal into the inner aperture. 
From the following detailed description taken in conjunc 

tion with the accompanying drawings and subjoined claims, 
other objects and advantages of the present invention will 
become apparent to those skilled in the art. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Below, preferred embodiments of the invention are illus 
trated in the drawing of which: 

FIG. 1 is an axial view of a first embodiment of an outer 
joint part in accordance with the invention, prior to being 
deformed. 

FIG. 2 is a longitudinal section view of FIG. 1 through 
line 2-2 thereof. 
FIG. 3 is an axial view like FIG. 1 after having been 

assembled and deformed. 
FIG. 4 is a longitudinal section view of FIG. 3 through 

line 4-4 thereof. 
FIG. 5 is a longitudinal section view similar to FIG. 4. 

after assembly of the joint, but prior to the deformation of 
the outer joint part. 

FIG. 6 is a longitudinal section view similar to FIG. 5, 
after deformation of the outer joint part. 
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4 
FIG. 7 is an axial view of a second embodiment of an 

outer joint part in accordance with the invention, after 
having been assembled and deformed. 

FIG. 8 is a longitudinal section view of FIG. 7 through 
line 8-8 thereof. 

FIG. 9 is an axial view of a third embodiment of a joint 
in accordance with the invention, after having been 
assembled, but prior to the deformation of the outer joint 
part. 

FIG. 10 is a longitudinal section view of FIG. 9 through 
line 10-10 thereof. 

FIG. 11 is an axial view of a fourth embodiment of a joint 
in accordance with the invention after assembly and after 
deformation of the outer joint part. 

FIG. 12 is a longitudinal section view of FIG. 11 through 
line 12-12 thereof. 

FIG. 13 is an axial view of a fifth embodiment of a joint 
in accordance with the invention after assembly, and after 
deformation of the outer joint part. 

FIG. 14 is a longitudinal section view of FIG. 13 through 
line 14-14 thereof. 

DETALED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODMENTS 

FIGS. 1 to 6. which will be described jointly, show an 
outer joint part (FIGS. 1 and 2) and a complete joint 
including the outer joint part, inner joint part, ball cage and 
balls (FIGS. 3 to 6). 
An outer joint part 1. at one end, has a base 2 with an 

adjoining joint journal 3. Opposite the base 2, is an aperture 
4. The outer joint part 1, as viewed from the aperture 4, has 
undercut-free ball tracks 5. Between two ball tracks 5, the 
outer joint part 1, viewed from the aperture 4. includes inner 
faces 6 which, initially, are produced to be undercut-free 
(FIGS. 1 and 2). 
A ball cage 7, together with an accommodated inner joint 

part 9, is axially inserted into the outer joint part 1 (FIGS. 3 
to 6). If viewed from the aperture 4, the inner joint part 9 
includes undercut-free ball tracks 10. The inner joint part 9 
has spherical guiding faces 11 via which it is guided in the 
inner spherical face 12 of the cage 7. The tracks 5, 10 of the 
outer joint part 1 and inner joint part 9, respectively, accom 
modate balls 13 in circumferentially distributed cage win 
dows 14. On its outside, the outer joint part 1 includes 
individual circumferentially distributed axially limited 
recesses 15. The recesses 15 start from the aperture and lead 
to wall regions 16. The wall regions 16 have a reduced wall 
thickness in each case and are located between two regions 
17 in which the ball tracks 5 are formed, as seen in FIG. 3. 

In FIGS. 1 and 2, the inner face 6 in the outer joint part 
is designed to be cylindrical from the aperture 4 to the 
central plane E where the balls are held by the cage. If 
viewed from the aperture 4, the inner face 6 is axially 
undercut-free. In consequence, the inner joint part, cage and 
balls, in the position as indicated, may be inserted into the 
outer joint part in a condition where they are coaxially 
aligned relative to one another. 

FIGS. 3 and 4 show the same joint after the final produc 
tion stage in the process where the regions of reduced wall 
thickness 16, within the recesses 15, are deformed radially 
inwardly until they come into contact with the spherical 
outer face 8 of the cage. Thus, the reduced walls 16 form 
cage guiding faces 18 which support the cage axially out 
wardly towards the aperture 4. The cage is supported indi 
rectly axially inwardly towards the base 2 via the cage 
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windows 14, on the balls 13 which, in turn, are supported on 
the outer ball tracks 5. The regions 17 which are positioned 
between the wall regions 16 and accommodate the ball 
tracks 5 remain undeformed while constant transitions have 
been formed between the respective wall regions. The edges 
of the tracks 5 in the outer joint part 1 have remained 
unaffected by deformation. The same applies to the tracks 5 
as a whole, whose axially undercut-free extension in the 
longitudinal section is retained. 
FIGS. 5 and 6 illustrate a joint which is designed slightly 

different. Prior to the final deformation process, the cage is 
inserted into the outer joint part until it is directly axially 
inwardly supported on the inner face 6 of the outer joint part 
1 (FIG. 5). This type of support is maintained after defor 
mation of the outer joint part, after which operation, the 
cage, in addition, is supported axially outwardly on the 
resulting cage guiding faces 18 (FIG. 6). 

FIGS. 7 and 8 illustrate a second embodiment of a 
finish-produced joint. Parts corresponding to those shown in 
FIGS. 3 and 4 are provided with reference numbers 
increased by 20. Reference is made to the contents of the 
description of FIGS. 3 and 4. In deviation therefrom, the 
regions 36, with a reduced wall thickness, are produced 
through apertures 35 starting from the end face of the outer 
joint part 21. At the same time, apertures 35 provide outer 
wall regions 39. In the case of the finish-produced joint, only 
the inner regions 36 are deformed radially inwardly, whereas 
the outer wall regions 39 remain undeformed. 

FIGS. 9 and 10 which, below, will be described jointly 
each show a complete joint prior to the final production stage 
with an outer joint part, an inner joint part, a ball cage and 
balls. The outer joint part 41 is designed as a deep-drawn 
plate metal part and, at one end, includes a base 42 with a 
formed-on joint journal 43. Opposite the cage is an aperture 
44. The outer joint part 41. viewed from the aperture, 
includes undercut-free ball tracks 45. Between two ball 
tracks 45, the outer joint part, viewed from the aperture, 
includes inner faces 46 which, initially, are produced to be 
undercut-free and are positioned at a distance from the 
spherical outer face 48 of the cage 47. 
The cage 47 and the inner joint part 49, in a preassembled 

condition, are jointly axially inserted into the outer joint 
part. The inner joint part 49 viewed from the aperture, is 
undercut-free and includes ball tracks 50. The inner joint 
part 49 has spherical guiding faces 51 via which it is guided 
on the inner spherical face 52 of the cage 47. The tracks 45, 
50 of the outer joint part 41 and inner joint part 49, 
respectively, accommodate balls 53 in circumferentially 
distributed cage windows 54. The inner joint part 49 is 
supported inwardly, towards the joint base 42, via guiding 
faces S1, on the inner spherical face 52 of the cage which, 
in turn, is supported via cage windows 54 on the balls 53 
located in the track 45 of the outer joint part 41. The outer 
joint part includes circumferentially distributed radially 
deformed wall regions 56. The wall regions 56, on the 
inside, form the cage guiding faces 58 which, indirectly via 
the ball cage 47, axially outwardly support the inner joint 
part 49. Radial regions 4757 containing the ball tracks 45 
are provided between each two regions 46. 

In FIGS. 9 and 10, the inner faces 46 in the outer joint part 
are designed to be cylindrical from the aperture 44 to the 
central plane E in which the balls are held by the cage. When 
viewed from the aperture 44, the inner faces 46 are axially 
undercut-free. As a result, the inner joint part, cage and balls, 
in the position as indicated, may be inserted into the outer 
joint part in a condition where they are coaxially aligned 
relative to one another. 

6 
In FIGS. 11 and 12, any details corresponding to those 

shown in FIGS. 9 and 10 have been provided with reference 
numbers increased by 20. Reference is made to the contents 
of the description of FIGS. 9 and 10. In deviation from the 

5 joint shown in FIGS. 9 and 10, the base of the outer joint part 
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61, formed out of plate metal, includes a punched-out 
aperture 79. A solid shaft journal 63, which forms part of the 
base 62 of the outer joint part, is inserted into the base 
aperture 79 from the end opposite the aperture 64 and is 
secured by welding. 

FIGS. 11 and 12 show the joint after completion of the 
final production stage. The regions 76 are deformed radially 
inwardly until they contact with the spherical outer face 68 
of the cage. This defamation of the outer joint part 61 forms 
cage guiding faces 78 which support the cage axially out 
wardly towards the aperture 64. The regions 77, which are 
positioned between the wall regions 76 and form the ball 
tracks 65, remain undeformed with constant transitions 
remaining between the respective wall regions. The edges of 
the tracks 65 in the outerjoint part 61 remain unaffected by 
deformation. The same applies to the tracks 65 as a whole, 
whose axially undercut-free extension in the longitudinal 
section is maintained. 

In FIGS. 13 and 14 any parts corresponding to those 
shown in FIGS. 11 and 12 have been given reference 
numbers increased by 20, Reference is made to the contents 
of the description of FIGS. 11 and 12. In deviation 
therefrom, the radially inwardly deformed wall regions 96 
are sheared off tongue-like members relative to the circum 
ferentially interposed regions 97 which remain completely 
undeformed. 

While the above detailed description describes the pre 
ferred embodiment of the present invention, the invention is 
susceptible to modification, variation, and alteration without 
deviating from the scope and fair meaning of the subjoined 
claims. 
We claim: 
1. A constant velocity universal ball joint comprising: 
a bell-shaped outer joint part open at one end, longitudi 

nally extending circumferentially distributed outer ball 
tracks on an inner surface of said outer joint part, said 
outer ball tracks, viewed from the open end, being 
axially undercut-free, and inner faces in said outer part 
positioned between said outer ball tracks; 

an inner joint part with longitudinally extending circum 
ferentially distributed inner ball tracks, said inner joint 
part being positioned within the outer part such that the 
outer and inner ball tracks are arranged radially oppo 
site one another to form pairs; 

a torque transmitting ball being received in each track 
pair; 

a cage arranged between the outer joint part and the inner 
joint part, said cage including circumferentially distrib 
uted cage windows holding the balls in a common 
plane and guiding the balls on to the angle bisecting 
plane when the respective axes of the outer and inner 
joint part are articulated relative to one another; and 

wall regions in said outer joint part in a first position 
starting from the open end and being axially limited, in 
a second position said wall regions deformed radially 
inwardly, said wall regions being radially inwardly 
deformed, said wall regions acially extend a limited 
distance from the open end, and said wall regions 
arranged between two outer ball tracks, the width of 
said wall regions being smaller than the circumferen 
tially directed distance between the respective outer 
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ball tracks, said deformed wall regions each forming 
cage guiding faces positioned between the outer ball 
tracks and providing support towards the open end. 

2. The universal joint according to claim 1, wherein the 
cage, relative to the outer joint part, is supported inwardly 
directly on the inner faces between the outer ball tracks. 

3. The universal joint according to claim 1, wherein the 
cage, relative to the outer joint part, is supported inwardly 
indirectly by the cage windows, on the balls which, in turn, 
are supported in the outer ball tracks. 

4. The universal joint according to claim 1, wherein the 
radially deformed wall regions are provided in circumfer 
ential regions with a reduced wall thickness. 

5. The universal joint according to claim 4, wherein the 
regions with a reduced wall thickness are formed by radially 

5 

8 
outer recesses which are axially limited and which start from 
the open end of the outer joint part. 

6. The universal joint according to claim 4, wherein the 
regions with a reduced wall thickness are formed by axially 
limited recesses which start from the open end of the outer 
joint part and which divide the wall thickness into two. 

7. The universal joint according to claim 1, wherein 
between the radially deformed wall regions and the outer 

10 ball tracks a circumferential distance is provided which, at 
least, corresponds to the depth of useful hardness of the 
outer ball tracks. 


